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This document has been prepared by professional teams of Ecovis Hellas. It contains information in summary form and is
therefore is intended for general guidance only. It is not intended to be a substitute for detailed research or the exercise of
professional judgement. Neither Ecovis Hellas nor any other member of Ecovis global can accept any responsibility for
loss occasioned to any person acting or refraining from action as a result of any material in this publication. On any
specific matter, reference should be made to the appropriate advisor. The information contained herein do not constitute a
substitute for professional specialized advice.

New tax law provisions implemented due to the enactment of
laws 4387/2016 and 4389/2016.
The enactment of laws 4387/2016 and 4389/2016 introduced significant changes
to individual and corporate income taxation in Greece. The most important
changes introduced can be summarized as follows:
1. Uniform tax rates for income from employment, pensions and business
activity
 The article 15 of Income Tax Law is amended and consequently, the existing rates of 29%
and 33% for the taxation of business activity profits are now abolished.
 A new uniform tax scale for any income from employment, pensions and business activity
is now adopted:

Any Income (Euro)
0 – 20.000
20.001 – 30.000
30.001 – 40.000
>40.001

Tax rate
22%
29%
37%
45%

 The above mentioned tax scale applies also to income from personal farm business, with
the difference that this kind of income is taxed on a separate basis (and is not added to
any other income gained).
 The new tax scale applies for any income gained within 2016 and on.

2. Reduction of income taxation
 A new way of tax credit is introduced in Income Tax Law, which allows for a reduction to
the income tax depending on to the number of children and income levels of the taxable
person. The tax reduction is provided to any income tax from employment, pensions or
individual farm business, while there is no tax reduction provided for income derived from
business activity.
 The above reduction is provided (resulting essentially in a tax-free limit that differs
depending on the case) depending on taxable income and number of children. In
particular, the resulting tax is reduced at an amount of 1,900 euros for the taxpayer with no
dependent children, in case that the taxable income from employment and pensions does
not exceed the amount of 20,000 euro. For any taxable income exceeding the amount of
20,000 EUR, the amount of the reduction shall be reduced by 10 euro per 1,000 euro.
 The above are applied to any income gained as of 1.1.2016.
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3. Special solidarity contribution, withholding income taxes and contributions,
new deadline and ways of paying Payroll Tax
 The special solidarity contribution is integrated in CIT law, and is calculated with the
following rates.
Income (euro)
0 – 12.000
12.001 – 20.000
20.001 – 30.000
30.001 – 40.000
40.001 – 65.000
65.001 – 220.000
> 220.001

Special Solidarity Contribution Rate
0%
2,2%
5%
6,5%
7,5%
9%
10%

 Due to this change, high income ranks will face significantly increasing rates.
 New solidarity contribution rates apply to income gained as of 1.1.2016, while withholding
tax and solidarity contribution rates on salaries and pensions under the new scales apply
as of 27.05.2016 onwards.
 As far as the withholding procedure is concerned, as of July 1, 2016 onwards, Payroll Tax
for those working in private sector will be deposited by employers to bank accounts at the
same time with Payroll and social security contribution payment, and will then be
transferred to the bank accounts of beneficiaries’ employees or the State.
4. New tax rates for income gained from real estate
 Due to the amendment of Article 40 para. 4 of the Income Taxation Code, new (increased)
tax rates on income from real estate are introduced. The new tax rates apply to any income
gained as of 1.1.2016.
Income (euro)
0 – 12.000
12.001 – 35.000
>35.001

Tax rate
15%
35%
45%

5. Dividends
 The dividends or profits distributed by companies are subject to withholding tax at a rate
15% (instead of 10% until now) for any income distributed as of 1.1.2017.
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6. Uniform corporate Income tax rate for corporate income gains
 As of 01.01.2016 corporate Income tax rate is 29% for any corporate income profits for
business entities keeping double or single entry books (capital and personal liability
companies). Until the recent tax amendment, companies not using the double entry
bookkeeping system had to pay 26% for income up to EUR 50,000 and 33% for the
exceeding income. It should be noted that further distribution of dividends, is now not
subject to withholding tax.
 In practice, any income of legal entities for amounts up to 90,000 euros will suffer higher
overall tax burden in relation to the pre-existing system, while the total tax burden will be
essentially reduced for any income of legal entities more than EUR 90,000 .

7. Vehicle immobilization
 The possibility to reverse the vehicles immobilization is now introduced, provided that the
respective amount of annual vehicle tax for a specific period is paid.

8. The taxable value of company cars (benefits in kind) is increased
 Article 13 para. 2 of ITC is amended, and accordingly, the taxable value of the company
cars (as benefit in kind) is increased to 80% from 30% of the vehicle’ s cost entered as
expenditure in employer’s books. The rest conditions in relation to the taxation of a
company car as status car or tool car remain the same. The above apply to income gained
from the fiscal year 2016 onwards.

9. Tax arrangements for Collective Investment Organizations
 A minimum tax due for each semester is predicted, which amounts to:
 0.375% of the value of the average of the assets for SA Investment Companies, SA Real
Estate Investment Companies and Mutual Property Funds
 0.025% to 0.375% on the value of the average net assets of Organizations for Collective
Investment in Transferable Securities depending on their type.
 Exclusion of capital gains tax for transfer of AEEAP shares. It is provided that SA Real
Estate Investment Companies are subject to withholding tax for dividends received from a
resident company and the withholding tax is credited to the foreign tax payable by SA Real
Estate Investment Companies.
 The above apply as of 1.6.2016 onwards.
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10. New charges and indirect taxes
 Cable TV charges: Special monthly fees for cable TV, estimated at 10% of the total amount
of monthly bill (before tax), will be charged for any bills issued from 1.6.2016 onwards.
 Landline and Internet charges: the new charges introduced from 1.1.2017 onwards will be
calculated at a rate of 5% of the total monthly amount (before tax).
 Accommodation tax: New charges are introduced for the accommodation to hotels or
rooms to let, which amounts to a stable amount ranging between €0,25 to €4 per day
depending on the circumstances. The above will apply form 1.1.2018 onwards.
 Gambling winnings taxation: it is increased to 35% from 30% with effect from 01.01.2016.

11. Excise duty





Excise duties on certain product categories are introduced:
To tobacco products as of 1.1.2017 onwards.
To beer as of 1.6.2016 onwards.
To fuels (gasoline, diesel, liquid gas and biodiesel) as of 1.1.2017 onwards.
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About Ecovis services:
Ecovis is a leading global consulting firm with its origins in Europe. It has over 4,500
people operating in over 50 countries. Its consulting focus and core competencies lie in
the areas of tax consultation, auditing and accounting, legal advice and management
consulting services.
Ecovis Hellas brings a surprising range of focus, experience and professional expertise.
We are comfortable dealing with the needs of inbound Multinational Groups and Listed
Companies as well as fast growing, entrepreneurial businesses. We deliver what we say
we will, within agreed deadlines and agreed fee arrangements. We provide services in
the fields of:
•
Audit & Assurance
•
Tax
•
VAT Customs & Duties
•
Accounting & Book keeping Services
•
Tax Support for Corporate Clients
•
High Net-worth Individuals & Private Clients
•
International Tax Planning
•
Payroll services
•
Business Advisory Services

In case you have further questions please contact us:
ECOVIS Hellas Tax Advisors:
44 Syggrou, 117-42 Athens, Greece
Tel.: +30 210 3842325
Fax No: +30 210 3842327
Internet: www.ecovis.gr
Leventakis, Dimitrios
Partner, Tax Advisor
E-Mail: dimitrios.leventakis@ecovis.gr,, athenstax@ecovis.com
Mantzana-Peteinelli, Marina
Tax Lawyer
E-Mail: marina.mantzana@ecovis.gr
About Ecovis
Ecovis is a leading global consulting firm with its origins in Continental Europe. It has over 4,500 people operating in over 50 countries. Its consulting
focus and core competencies lie in the areas of tax consultation, accounting, auditing and legal advice. The particular strength of Ecovis is the
combination of personal advice at a local level with the general expertise of an international and interdisciplinary network of professionals. Every Ecovis
office can rely on qualified specialists in the back offices as well as on the specific industrial or national know-how of all the Ecovis experts worldwide.
This diversified expertise provides clients with effective support, especially in the fields of international transactions and investments from preparation in
the client‘ s home country to support in the target country. In its consulting work Ecovis concentrates mainly on mid-sized firms. Both nationally and
internationally, its one-stop-shop concept ensures all-round support in legal, fiscal, managerial and administrative issues. The name Ecovis, a
combination of the terms economy and vision, expresses both its international character and its focus on the future and growth.
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